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The paper evaluates a well-known argument for a self
from episodic memories—that remembering that I did
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thinker. Shaun Nichols argues that although it phenome-
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of self in episodic memory depends on narrative construc-
tion of the self.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

I start with a quote from Buddhaghosa, the noted fifth-century Indian Theravada Buddhist commenta-
tor and scholar of the Abhidharma Buddhist tradition:

Then after he has seen the Shrine thus and produced happiness with the Buddha as object,
at another time, wherever he goes, while he is sitting in his day quarters or his night quar-
ters, as soon as he adverts to it, it is as if the Great Shrine decked with ornaments came
into focus in [lit. came to the avenue of] the eye door, and it seems like the time when he
circumambulated the Shrine and paid homage to it. This firstly is how a visible datum as
object comes into focus as seen.…And when he makes use of a bed or chair or a coverlet
or robe that has a pleasant touch, then at another time wherever he makes his bed in dis-
comfort, as soon as he adverts 'At that time I used a soft bed and chair' it is as if that tangi-
ble datum as object comes into focus as touched. So, when [entering] purely at the mind-
door, there is no stimulating of a sense-faculty's sensitivity. These objects only come into
focus as normally seen, as heard, as smelt, as tasted, or as touched (Buddhaghosa (circa
450AD), 1950).
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The quote offers a rich and vivid description of episodic memory. At a first glance, this description
of episodic memory is like any other in the Western literature: it implies that the rememberer lived
through, and has the capacity to mentally relive, the episodes she remembers. Furthermore, the use of
the term “I” in the quote suggests that the rememberer, in some sense, identifies with the subject in
the past that had the original experience. This passage presents a puzzle for philosophers who sub-
scribe to the no-self doctrine. Ancient and contemporary Buddhist philosophers do often disagree
about the interpretation of the no-self doctrine. Nevertheless, all of them agree that, at the very least,
the no-self doctrine implies the denial of identity with a past self. Endel Tulving, the psychologist
who introduced the notion of episodic memory in the 1970s, regards dependence on a remembering
self as the distinguishing and central feature of episodic memory. More recently, he warns philoso-
phers and scientists attracted by the popular no-self views against the exorcism of self. He writes:

Some thinkers prefer a philosophical framework for the scientific approach to mental
life in which the phenomena to be explained are expressions of processes, but in which
the entities that do the processing (agents) are not permitted. Thus, thinking occurs
without thinkers, knowing without knowers, and consciousness without anyone being
conscious. The idea is to avoid using structural terminology ... Besides, 'self' sounds
like the dreaded homunculus that needs to be exorcised by all means possible. But until
such time that we have better ways of explaining the phenomenal existences of things
such as pain, smell, and recollection of the past, we need an agent such as self for the
sake of the completeness of the story. Eventually, self may turn out to be like phlogis-
ton or aether—a convenient temporary prop. But the problem today is that the story of
the mind is incomplete and awkward to tell if a concept like 'self' is omitted from
it. This is why it should not be exorcised yet. (Tulving, 2005, pp. 14–15)

Tulving thus presents a very clear challenge to the Buddhist philosopher: she must present a better way
to explain the phenomenal existence of things such as pain, smell and recollection of the past. As a mat-
ter of fact, in the millennium-long debate between Buddhists and Brahmins in ancient India, similar
challenges were continuously thrown at the Buddhists by the Brahmins. This paper takes up these chal-
lenges on behalf of Buddhist philosophers to explain the recollection of the past, or episodic memory,
without a self. The phenomenology of episodic memory requires an account of two distinctive features:
the rememberer's capacity to mentally relive the episodes she remembers and the use of the term “I” in
the description to intimate that the rememberer identifies with the subject of the original experience. In
section 1 below, I give an overview of the philosophical debate between Buddhists and Brahmins on the
nature and role of self implicated in episodic memory. Then, in section 2, I present the Abhidharma
account of no-self to make clear that episodic memory presents a difficult challenge to it. In the final
Section, I show, using resources from contemporary psychology and the Buddhist Madhyamaka tradi-
tion, that the sense of self in episodic memory is a product of narrative and social construction. There is
no positive phenomenology associated with the experience of an identity with a past self in episodic
memory experiences, and thus, the Abhidharma Buddhist philosopher need not be concerned with
explaining the phenomenology. Finally, I argue that the sense of identity with a past self is an illusion.

2 | EPISODIC MEMORY AND SELF: THE INDIAN DEBATE

The debate between the Buddhists and the Hindu Brahmins on the nature of self hinged on the mem-
ory argument from about the second century CE. Gautama, the founder of the earliest Brahminical
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school, the Ny�aya, composed the famous Ny�ayas�utra: “Desire, aversion, volition (prayatna), plea-
sure, pain, and cognition are characteristics of the self” (Gautama, Ny�ayas�utra 1.1.10, translated Jha,
p. 110). This s�utra is interpreted by ancient and modern commentators to contain an implicit inferen-
tial proof of the self on the basis of memory. One of the earliest commentaries on the Ny�ayas�utras,
Ny�aya-b�as:ya, by V�atsy�ayana (circa 400AD), 1982, suggests the following interpretation: Desire is
indicative of the self in the sense that desire for an object perceived now is possible on account of the
same agent having perceived the object on an earlier occasion and having experienced pleasure by
coming into contact with it. Desire would not be possible without a single agent that cognises and
recognises the object; and, this single agent is the self (Chadha, 2013, p. 26). Taber calls this the
argument from memory, according to which the volitional, affective and cognitive states imply a
“connector,” a single self that ties past and present mental states together (Taber, 2012, p. 98). The
single self in the Ny�aya sense of the term is the substratum of qualities like desire, aversion and voli-
tion. The Buddhist no-self theorists argue, on the other hand, that there is no real need of a single uni-
fying “connector” self to explain memory; causal connections between discrete momentary conscious
states do the work. The Buddhist denies the existence of a perceiver separate from perceptions, a sub-
stratum separate from qualities. Memory does not require an ontologically distinct persisting single
self; it can be explained by manifold causal relations between discrete conscious events.

This Buddhist position was contested by other Hindu schools, notably Mīm�aṃsa, on the grounds
that a causal account cannot explain the phenomenology of episodic memory. The Mīm�aṃsaka phi-
losopher Śabara, in the fourth century CE, introduced the concept of “recognition of the past”
(pratyabhijñ�a), or episodic memory, which includes one's ability to recognise oneself in one's recol-
lection of past events as an ineliminable component. The Mīm�aṃsa version of the memory argument,
says Taber, “establishes the existence of a continuous self not insofar as it presupposes a single sub-
ject of experience that both had the remembered experience and now remembers it, but insofar as it
directly reveals one” (Taber, 1990, p. 37). The thought is that the phenomenological content of epi-
sodic memory is not just captured by the proposition “I remember singing at a school concert in
1975” but the more complicated content that “I(now) remember that I(then) was singing at a school
concert in 1975.” Furthermore, the content of the memory “directly reveals” that I(now) = I(then).

The notion of direct revelation of self in introspection is epistemologically suspect because there
is no independent hold on the phenomenology. It is well known that we are prone to gross error, even
in favourable circumstances of extended reflection, about the phenomenology of current conscious
experiences (Schwitzgebel, 2008). Phenomenology cannot offer infallible, perhaps not even reliable,
evidence, but it is uncontroversial that it provides data: the challenge in the philosophy and sciences
of the mind is to explain these data. In the final section, I will return to this issue in offering an expla-
nation of the phenomenology of episodic memory without a self.

The later Hindu philosophers of the Kashmir-Śaiva tradition, notably Utpaladeva in the 10th cen-
tury CE, reignited the memory debate. The Kashmir-Śaiva philosophers agree with the Buddhists that
there is no ontologically distinct subject over and above consciousness. However, they disagree with
the Buddhists in that they do not identify consciousness with discrete conscious events. For Utpala-
deva, consciousness itself is a dynamic but unified subject of experiences and memory. The focus of
the debate now shifts from the content of memory to the nature and role of memory.

The Buddhist view is that memory is not a literal “re-presentation” of the past; rather, it is a pre-
sent cognition that is related to the past cognition through the causal continuity of dispositions or for-
mations (saṃsk�aras).1 The Buddhist is very clear that there is no re-manifestation of the past
cognition in the present memory; all cognitions are momentary. Episodic memory does not require

1 The causal explanation of memory is presented in Candrakīrti and Ś�antideva; see Garfield (2006, p. 210)
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that the earlier cognition reappears at a later moment, only that the content of the cognition is passed
to successive cognitions in the stream of consciousness. Against this, Utpaladeva asks, if conscious-
ness consists of no more than distinct and discrete awarenesses, which are present and entirely self-
confined, how can we make sense of comparing, contrasting and synthesising cognitions? In his sem-
inal text, Ī�svarapratyabhijñ�ak�arik�a and vṛtti (commentary),2 Utpaladeva writes:

How could we explain memory, which conforms to direct perception when the latter is
no longer present, if there were not a permanent self, who is the subject of the
perception?

Since the former direct perception has disappeared at the moment of the memory, the
memory, whose essential quality is precisely its dependence on that former perception
of the object, could not arise, unless one admits the persistence of the awareness of this
perception also at the moment of the memory. And this lasting awareness at different
times is precisely the self, the experiencing subject. (1.2.3)

It would not be possible to speak of the manifestation of the object being remembered
if it appeared as separate from the memory; therefore the unity of cognitions that occur
at different times is necessary, and this unity is precisely the knowing subject. (1.4.3)

In fact, in memory the former perception is not manifested separately—like the
object—since it appears as resting on the self, as the expression 'I perceived in the past'
indicates. (1.4.4)

Utpaladeva makes the point that episodic memory is not simply awareness of the object but remem-
bering the object “embedded” in our past perception. This embedded structure, Utpaladeva insists,
cannot be explained without reference to unity of cognitions, and this unity requires a persisting sub-
ject of experience (self ). The argument is that, without such a synthesis or unity, we cannot explain
the subjective phenomenology of our episodic memory experience: the feeling that I have experi-
enced this in the past.

Furthermore, Utpaladeva argues that memory cannot be dismissed as an error as it plays a very
important role in the structure of our experience and our functioning in the world. We learn through
memory: memory enables organising and interpreting experience, conceptualisation, driving purpose-
ful action, language and culture. Utpaladeva says:

And it cannot even be claimed that memory has these as its object only erroneously, in
the sense that it makes the object of its own determinative activity the former direct per-
ception and its object, which in reality are not experienced, as happens when one states
that one sees silver when faced with mother-of-pearl. (I.3.3)

How is it possible to reduce the true nature of memory to this? And how is it possible
that the establishment of objects should come about thanks to error?

2 All translations of Utpaladeva's Ī�svarapratyabhijñ�ak�arik�a in this section are adapted from Torella (2002).
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And moreover, [if it is a question of 'error'] why insist so much on the fact that
memory—conceived of as error—arises from the latent impressions, when, on the con-
trary, it is different from the former direct perception from every point of view, not
coming into contact with it in any way?

Thus, the functioning of the human world—which stems precisely from the unifica-
tion of cognitions, in themselves separate from one another and incapable of knowing
one another—would be destroyed. (I.3.4)

Utpaladeva argues that the problem with the Buddhist account of memory is that it is incapable of
explaining the phenomenology of memory. Irina Kuznetsova explains:

The Buddhist cannot properly account for the subjective synthesis experienced in mem-
ory, namely the certainty that 'I have experienced this in the past' without which a cog-
nitive event by definition cannot be one of remembering, or the oneness of the
objective world, which memory reveals insofar as, provided that my remembered cogni-
tion was valid, I can rely on for successful practice in the present. (Kuznetsova,
2012, p. 352)

The Buddhist no-self theorist insists that the subjective certainty experienced in episodic memory in
the “feeling of pastness” issues from an error: past cognition cannot enter our current memory experi-
ence in any form whatsoever. The Kashmir-Śaiva philosophers generalise this concern to the doctrine
of no-self itself in claiming that the no-self view makes it impossible to explain janasthitih (the human
condition). Utpaladeva centres his critique of the no-self theory on episodic memory because it
requires the synthesis of cognitions at the subjective and the objective levels. At the subjective level,
memory requires immediate recognition of the self as the subject of temporally distinct experiences: I
remember that I have seen this in the past. At the objective level, memory explains the success of our
intentional actions, predictions, plans and practices on the basis of what we have learned in the past.

The upshot of the debate between Hindus and Buddhists in ancient India is that the Buddhist no-
self theorist is forced into a corner. An adequate explanation of distinctive phenomenology of epi-
sodic memory requires a unity of cognitions at the subjective level. This is not possible for the Bud-
dhist as the memory cognition bears no relationship to the remembered cognition apart from causal
continuity. Causal relations are not transparent to our minds and thus unable to explain the subjective
unity and phenomenology of memory. This leads the Buddhist to claim that memories are erroneous.

The Kashmir-Śaiva philosophers put forward a further challenge: we cannot question the veridi-
cality of memory for without it we would be left without an explanation of learning from the past,
which has an important role to play in our adaptive success in the world. But is this right? Must we
accept the veridicality of memory to explain its role in learning? I will take up this challenge on
behalf of Buddhist philosophers in the final section of the paper. But first, I turn to the explanation of
the Abhidharma no-self view and why it poses a challenge for an adequate account of episodic
memory.

3 | THE ABHIDHARMA NO-SELF VIEW

The distinctive Buddhist no-self doctrine is interpreted in various ways within the classical Indian
Buddhist tradition and among its Hindu critics. As a matter of fact, the no-self doctrine (insofar as we
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can speak of it in the singular) is still a matter of debate among contemporary Buddhist philoso-
phers. My purpose here is not to give an exhaustive account of the doctrine of no-self for the
Buddhist tradition; rather, I shall focus on the early Abhidharma tradition that originated in
ancient India after the death of the Buddha. Abhidharma was the first attempt to organise, sys-
tematise and interpret the scattered teachings of the Buddha. I shall give a reading of certain
key aspects of the Abhidharma no-self doctrine that will bring it into direct contact with recent
work in philosophical psychology and phenomenology by focusing on Vasubandhu's
Abhidharmako�sa, the seminal Abhidharma text, in particular its Chapter 9 entitled Treatise of
the Negation of the Person (Vasubandhu (circa 430AD), 1975).

Vasubandhu's central argument in this chapter is a direct attack on the inferential proof for the self
in the Ny�ayas�utra (1.1.10) quoted above. The concern raised by the Hindu opponents is: how can we
make sense of agents of physical actions and that of cognition without there being a self? Vasu-
bandhu responds to these concerns of the Hindu opponents by offering an alternative explanation of
the phenomena that does not require us to postulate a self. He is not the only Abhidharma philoso-
pher to argue for such a radical view. Buddhaghosa expressed a similar view: “Misery does only
exists, none miserable. No doer is there, naught save the deed is found” (Buddhaghosa (circa
450AD), 2005)3. The proposition here is that my experiences or perceptions do not reveal a subject
of experiences or an agent of action over and above the experience or the action.4 There is feeling of
a pain, but feeling cannot be attributed to, or had by, a certain subject of experience. In the Treatise,
Vasubandhu addresses the specific questions: Is there an owner of conscious cognition? Who cog-
nises? etc. His response is simply to say that there is no owner of experiences; perception arises on
account of its appropriate causes: sense-faculty, object and attention. The discussion in the text
goes thus:

Objector: But it may be said, because states of being have reference to beings, all states
of being depend on beings. e.g., “Devadatta walks”—here the state of walking refers to
the one who walks, Devadatta. In the same way consciousness is a state of being.
Therefore, he who cognizes must be.

Response: What is this “Devadatta”? It remains to be proven that it is a self or unified
subject. “Devadatta” does not refer to a single thing, it is just the conventional name for
the collection of conditions that are the cause of resulting states. Devadatta walks just
as he cognizes.

Objector: And how does Devadatta walk?

Response: The instantaneous conditions in an unbroken continuum—grasped as the
single, unified thing, the so-called Devadatta—are the cause of coming-into-being-

3 Translation adapted from Warren (1998, p. 85).
4 Another passage in the Sammohavinodanī (The Dispeller of Delusion) also rejects analyses in terms of agency. For example, in the
part on eating (1782), Buddhaghosa says:

Inside there is no self which devours… The making up of the ball of food, the lifting of the ball and the opening of the mouth
come about merely by means of the diffusion of the air element through the action of consciousness. No one opens the jaw
bones with a key or a contrivance.
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elsewhere, which is spoken of as “Devadatta walks”. For “walking” is the “very
coming-into-being-elsewhere.” Similarly, too there are causes of consciousness, they
are spoken of as “Devadatta cognizes.” (Vasubandhu, Abhidharmako�sa, Chapter 9,
translation adapted from Kapstein, 2001, pp. 368–369)

Clearly, Vasubandhu conceives of “subjects” as mere constructions that are nothing over and above
disparate causes—in this case, the collections of conscious events. Persons or subjects exist in “name
only,” that is, they are denominations for the sake of convenience. This makes it at least plausible to
think that Vasubandhu, and Ābhidharmikas in general, subscribe to a version of the no-subject view.
Vasubandhu argues similarly against the need to postulate an agent for bodily actions like eating,
bathing, walking, etc. The claim is that we need not postulate a self as the agent of an action of the
body as we cannot infer it as a cause. A self contributes nothing to the arising of an action: the desire
to eat, say a mango, arises from a memory of enjoying a mango in the past, and from this desire arises
a consideration as to how to satisfy this desire, and from that consideration arises an intention to
move the body for the sake of satisfying the desire, wherefrom this movement, say of the hand, to
acquire and cut a mango, which finally leads to the action of eating a mango.

There is no need to invoke the self as an agent at any point in this explanation. For the Abhid-
harma Buddhist, self is an ontological dangler without a causal or explanatory role. Vasubandhu says
that by the very fact that we cannot apprehend the capacity of the self—“any more than a capacity of
the various chants uttered by a quack to cure when it is established that the effect has been brought
about by the use of certain herbs”—we must conclude that the hypothesis of the self is problematic.
The point of these explanations is that there is a better alternative explanation of the phenomena, so
there is no reason to postulate the self as the best explanation for ownership of experiences and agent
of actions.

Hence, Vasubandhu concludes, there is no inferential basis for a belief in a self. The Buddhist
can explain facts about ownership and agency completely in terms of ultimately real momentary
events and the relations of cause and effect; nothing more is needed. The rest of the work is done by
conventional practices, including the way we talk about the phenomena themselves. In effect, Vasu-
bandhu's strategy here is alluding to the Abhidharma Buddhist criterion for reality, which is spelt out
more clearly by the later Abhidharma philosopher Dharmakīrti. More exactly, the criterion for some-
thing being real is that it must have “causal powers” (arthakriy�asamartha) and “perform causal roles”
(arthakriy�ak�aritva). This is to argue that there are no agents of actions and no subjects of experiences.
The self is not real because it is causally impotent.

I will not evaluate the success of Vasubandhu's argument at this stage. I am well aware of the
many concerns that arise about the outright dismissal of the self (Chadha, 2017b): the suspected inco-
herence in explicit denial of the need for an owner of experiences or agent of actions (Ganeri, 2012),
the adequacy of the explanation of memory (Taber, 1990), etc. However, it is worth noting that the
no-agent and the no-ownership views have been defended elsewhere (Chadha, 2017a; Chadha,
2018). For the purposes of this discussion, I will assume that the Abhidharma view is defensible.
According to this view, there are only innumerably many distinct streams of awareness, each of
which is devoid of a self—that is, devoid of anything that would “own” the awarenesses and be the
“thinker” of thoughts and the “doer” of deeds.

The illusion of self arises from the sense that there is a subject present at each moment of experi-
ence and that it is the same subject from one moment to the next. In reality, however, no “I” or sub-
ject is present at any point. The sense of self is social and narrative construction. Most of us would
be tempted to think that our sense of self, even if a construction, is a useful construction, however,
for practical and prudential reasons. The Buddhist Abhidharma disagree. They warn us that
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constructing the sense of self as the unified subject of experiences and agent of actions is likely to
bring with it all manner of moral defilement: greed, conceit, pride, jealousy and so on. It should be
quite obvious that the Abhidharma view faces a tough challenge: the radical no-subject and no-agent
view makes it difficult to even begin to offer an explanation of the phenomenology of episodic
memory.

4 | ABHIDHARMA EXPLANATION OF EPISODIC MEMORY

Here, I turn to a more specific explanation on behalf of the Abhidharma Buddhists on the nature and
phenomenology of episodic memory in the light of their version of the no-self view.

4.1 | The veridicality assumption

I begin by addressing the concern raised by the Kashmir-Śaiva philosophers that memory must be
assumed to present a veridical account of the past; otherwise, we cannot explain its role in learning
and our adaptive success in the world. The Buddhists claim that memory is not a re-presentation of
the past because there is no past to be re-represented in our memory experiences. Kashmir-Śaiva phi-
losophers claim that the Buddhist account is mistaken because it fails to explain the adaptive success
of memory in facilitating learning and knowledge. The very influential “constructive memory” tradi-
tion of contemporary psychology questions this assumption: “The first notion to get rid of is that
memory is primarily or literally reduplicative, or reproductive. In a world of constantly changing
environment, literal recall is extraordinarily unimportant … memory appears to be an affair of con-
struction rather than reproduction” (Bartlett, 1932, pp. 204–205). The central idea, nicely captured by
Klein, is that the “… retrieved memory content is not a fixed and faithful transcription of the past,
but rather a fluid, imaginative reconstruction that knits past experience with current beliefs, knowl-
edge, motives, goals and even external suggestion to fill gaps in a less-than-permanent record”
(Klein, 2014a, 2014b, p. 429), for example, eyewitness accounts of recent events which, despite their
high confidence ratings, are often found to be prone to error and distortion.

Schacter (2012), in a review of the constructive memory research, notes that the recent research
in cognitive psychology and neuroscience has led to accelerated progress in this field. In particular,
there is evidence now to support the idea that certain kinds of memory distortions reflect the opera-
tion of adaptive cognitive processes. In other words, the processes that contribute to efficient func-
tioning of memory systems also produce distortions. Gist-based and associative memory errors,
although classified as errors, facilitate the ability to abstract and generalise. These are linked to crea-
tivity and, most importantly, are involved in the processing of “context frames,” which facilitate rec-
ognition of other objects in the environment by allowing predictions about what is likely to occur in
a given context (2012, pp. 9–10). In addition, there is evidence that post-event misinformation effects
(Schacter, Guerin, & St. Jacques, 2011) and imagination inflation (Loftus, 2003), although again clas-
sified as errors, are also adaptive. Post-event misinformation contributes to “updating” our knowledge
and beliefs in response to new information, while imagination inflation proves adaptive because of
its role in imagining and simulating future events.

Furthermore, episodic memory, which is traditionally associated with the recollection of past per-
sonal experiences, also plays a key role in imagining possible future scenarios or episodic simulation.
Patient K.C., perhaps the most documented case of almost complete amnesia, cannot recall anything
from his personal past and cannot imagine his personal future. When asked questions like “What did
you do yesterday?” or “What will you do tomorrow?”, K.C. reports that his mind is blank! This
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hypothesis is also supported by neurocognitive evidence. Recent neuroimaging studies reveal that the
same brain areas are active when remembering the past and imagining the future. Studies in ageing
and psychopathology reveal that reduction in the retrieval of episodic details for past events as a
result of normal ageing, depression or post-traumatic stress disorder is also observed for imagining
the future. Episodic simulation requires flexible retrieval and recombination of elements from stored
episodes to imagine possible future episodes, but it increases the possibility of errors in memory
when elements from various past experiences are reorganised (Schacter & Addis, 2007).

However, episodic simulation is so beneficial that it is worth the cost of resulting memory errors.
Several lines of evidence point to adaptive functions and benefits of episodic simulation: planning and
problem solving, psychological well-being and empathy and farsighted decision-making (Schacter,
2012). For example, when episodes overlap extensively with one another, individuals may recall the
general similarities or gist common to many episodes but fail to remember distinctive item-specific
information that distinguishes one episode from another. Gist-based processes support the retention of
themes and meanings that facilitate generalisation and abstraction of features that are relevant to far-
sighted decision-making. But these very factors are responsible for distortions (Bartlett, 1932).

These processes are not only adaptive but also beneficial to the individual and society. There is
evidence to believe that, when presented with a situation depicting another person's plight, partici-
pants who imagined an event in which they help the person (episodic simulation) or remembered a
related past event of actually helping others (episodic memory) showed increased prosocial intentions
(Gaesser & Schacter, 2014). This evidence is also supported by neuroscience research (Benoit, Szpu-
nar, & Schacter, 2014; van Kesteren, Rijpkema, Ruiter, & Fernández, 2010; Winecoff et al., 2013).
Both cognitive and neuroimaging evidence supports the conclusion that episodic simulation, and the
brain network on which it depends, serve adaptive goal-directed functions without any commitment
to veridicality of memories.

This research shows that the Kashmir-Śaiva philosophers' dismissal of the Buddhist Abhidharma
position on memory is not tenable. The Abhidharma philosophers' claim that episodic memory, inso-
far as it gives the subjective sense that the remembered object is embedded in the past awareness of
that object, is erroneous as the past cognition no longer exists and thus cannot be synthesised in mem-
ory. The Kashmir-Śaivas argue that that leaves us without explanation of the phenomenology (sub-
jective aspect) of episodic memory and learning and our adaptive success in the world (objective
aspect).

Constructive memory research shows that memory being in error is not necessarily in conflict
with its adaptive efficacy (objective aspect): error and adaptation can go together in memory. This
should not be interpreted to mean that there are no accuracy constraints on memory. Human beha-
vioural studies show that there is greater sensory/perceptual detail associated with true memories than
false memories. Using fMRI, Slotnick and Schacter (2004) show that true recognition of abstract
shapes elicits greater visual cortical activation than would false recognition. However, further ana-
lyses suggested that the differential early visual processing activity is a type of implicit memory.
Thus, the sensory signature that distinguishes true from false recognition may not be accessible to
conscious awareness, and thus, there are no differences at the subjective level.

4.2 | Explaining the phenomenology: It was me! and mentally reliving the past

This still leaves the harder problem of explaining the phenomenology (subjective aspect) of episodic
memory. This section will focus on explaining the subjective sense given in episodic memory that it
was me! I approach this issue by questioning whether this subjective sense is grounded in experiential
phenomenology. My strategy is to show that there is no experiential phenomenology associated with
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the sense of self in episodic memory; rather, the sense of self is a product of narrative construction.
So, the first question to ask is what kind of self is implicated in episodic memory experiences?

Most psychologists and philosophers agree with Tulving that recollection or episodic memory
implicates a notion of self. However, they do differ on the kind of self that is implicated. Shaun
Nichols (2014) argues that episodic memory implicates a thin conception of self. He affirms Kant's
claim that the “I” representation in episodic memory is “the poorest of all representations.” Although
characterised as “poor,” this representation does much work in the cognitive and affective landscapes:
the thin conception cannot perform these weighty functions.

Nichols introduces the episodic sense of self by distinguishing it from the trait conception of self
in psychology. He argues that the sense of self delivered in episodic memory is much more impover-
ished than the trait sense, which is “chock full of aspirations, convictions, affections and affiliations”
(Nichols, 2014, p. 137). The argument rests on showing that there is a double dissociation between
the episodic sense of self and the trait sense of self. Radical changes in one's traits do not uproot the
sense of identification delivered by episodic memory. Patient H.M., who underwent brain surgery to
remove his hippocampus to alleviate epileptic seizures, was a very different personality from the ear-
lier self he recollected in his memories. But he continued to identify as the same person who had rad-
ically changed.

Furthermore, knowledge of trait continuity does not ensure sense of episodic identity. Patient
R.B., after a bicycle accident that resulted in significant head trauma, was able to recollect experi-
ences from his past but did not feel that he “owned” his memories. He reported no trait change. But
recalling a scene from his past of being at a beach holiday with his family in New London, he
reported that it felt like he was looking at a photo of someone else's vacation. Nichols concludes that
trait continuity is neither necessary nor sufficient for tokening the episodic sense of self (Nichols,
2014, p. 144). He also explains that the episodic sense of self is importantly different from the biolog-
ical sense of identity. The R.B. case also illustrates this. R.B. had no doubt that he is the same biolog-
ical organism who had had the earlier experience and now remembers it, but still, the memories do
not bring with them the sense of the same self. Nichols concedes that the episodic sense of self is “…
a very imperfect guide to metaphysics” (Nichols, 2014, p. 149).

Nichols does, however, say that the episodic sense of self plays an important role in our psychol-
ogy in that it is activated in some self-conscious emotions like pride and guilt (Nichols, 2014,
p. 147). Emotions like pride and guilt require one to reflect back to evaluate one's doings in the past.
Nichols takes this to mean that the episodic sense of self is, at the very least, a sense of a being identi-
cal with a past self.5 This seems to present a problem for the Abhidharma Buddhist for the onus is on
her to explain our purported experience of identity with a past self. However, we must be more cau-
tious here. All that has been established so far is that my episodic memories seemingly come with the
sense that I am the one who underwent the experience in the past. But is there really an experience of
identity with one's past self, an experience that underlies our episodic sense of self? The question to
ask then, on behalf of the Abhidharma Buddhist, is whether the episodic sense of self results from an
experience of identity or whether it is merely an illusion of identity?6

5 One might think that this argument is a non-sequitur; one can feel moral responsibility on account of actions of our ancestors.
Nichols, however, thinks that trait sense of self seems to be central to issues like responsibility, but the episodic sense of self generates
guilt even when the trait self has changed radically. Nichols, in effect, argues that some primitive notion of identity is presupposed by
self-conscious moral emotions; trait continuity or causal continuity is too weak to generate emotions like guilt (2014, p. 150).
6 Jay Garfield (2015) has addressed this question recently. He argues that the self is not phenomenologically given; it is a narrative
construction. The view developed here agrees with Garfield's position: the important difference is that Garfield dismisses the self as an
illusion and therefore does not make a serious attempt to explain the phenomenology. The account developed here takes the phenome-
nology seriously and explains how the narrative conception sustains our sense of self.
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Philosophers and psychologists do not have much to say about the experiential phenomenology
associated with the episodic sense of self. But it can be shown that there is a rich and vivid phenome-
nology associated with a temporary loss of the episodic sense of self. It may be instructive to look at
the recovery process in such cases to see if we can get a hold of the specific experiential phenomenol-
ogy of the episodic sense of self. There are reports of patients (other than R.B.) in which loss of sense
of self targets “memory.” Klein (2016) notes that the malfunction of the mechanism(s) responsible
for feeling that one owns one's mental states is a well-documented clinical phenomenon: there is a
loss of sense of self, for example, in anosgnosia, somatoparaphrenia, depersonalisation and schizo-
phrenic thought insertion. During the acute phase of depersonalisation, individuals report that what
normally would be taken as memory feels like an alien intrusion (Sierra, Baker, Medford, & David,
2005). Klein (2015b) also mentions post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as symptomatic of the loss
of sense of self.

To focus on the temporary loss and recovery of episodic sense of self, it is useful to consider
Susan Brison's case as someone who suffered from PTSD. In her 2003 book, Aftermath, Brison pre-
sents an illuminating example for exploring the phenomenology of the loss of episodic sense of self
and its recovery, especially because her personal reflections are intermingled with philosophical con-
cerns about identity over time. In July 1990, Brison was attacked from behind, severely beaten, sexu-
ally assaulted, strangled to unconsciousness and left for dead in the south of France. After the
incident, she experienced profound alienation from the world, feeling she had outlived herself, and
even uncertain as to whether she had died. Her account of losing one's sense of self is not isolated.
Other PTSD patients report similar stories. Trauma survivors often say they have lost themselves, or
even that they have died.7

Brison's testimony makes clear that the loss of sense of self is that of the episodic sense of self:
“The undoing of the self in trauma involves a radical disruption of memory, a severing of past from
present and, typically, an inability to envision a future” (Brison, 1999, p. 214). Her case is not iso-
lated. Brison also quotes Primo Levi, a holocaust survivor who suffered from PTSD and took his
own life decades after he escaped Auschwitz, who says that at Auschwitz: “We had not only forgot-
ten our country and our culture, but also our family, our past, the future we had imagined for our-
selves, because, like animals, we were confined to the present moment” (Levi, 1996, p. 43). Trauma
experience, quite literally, involves the phenomenology of not being able to identify with one's for-
mer self and an imagined future self.

In writing about the process of recovery, Brison stresses the importance of empathetic listeners
and explores the performative aspect of speech: how saying something about the memory does some-
thing to it. She writes: “Under the right conditions, saying something about traumatic memory does
something to it: defuses it, renders it less intrusive, less disruptive, and transforms it into narrative
memory that can be integrated into a self in the process of being rebuilt” (Brison, 1999, 2003). Again,
this description of the process of recovery is not isolated. The ability to recreate a narrative in PTSD
and depersonalisation disorder recovery is widely acknowledged in psychiatric treatments
(Pickard, 2015).

The process of recreating the narrative is linked to recovery, but it should not be mistaken for a
return to the past self. Brison notes:

Am I back to where I was before the attack? I have to say no, and I never will be. I am
not the same person who set off, singing, on that sunny Fourth of July in the French
countryside. I left her in a rocky creek bed at the bottom of a ravine. I had to in order to

7 See “Understanding the Impact of Trauma,” available at: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK207191/accessed 1 May 2017.
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survive. The trauma has changed me forever, and if I insist too often that my friends
and family acknowledge it, that's because I'm afraid they don't know who I am. (Brison,
2003, p. 21; emphases added)

People, even close friends and relatives, fail to listen to or empathise with the victims of rape and
trauma because listening to the victims makes people realise how little control one may have over
what happens to them. But others must understand, Brison emphasises, that they have a role to play
in the reconstruction and thus the recovery; the narrative is not created by oneself in isolation but is
entangled with the narrative of others, the stories that others tell about us. Recovery does not consist
in picking up the shattered pieces of self and putting them back together again. Rather, recreating the
narrative, for Brison, is the making of a new self that reconstructs the past, including the traumatic
event, and is able to imagine a future. Brison explains this by saying that:

Narrative, as I now think, facilitates the ability to go on opening up possibilities for the
future through retelling the stories of the past. It does this not by reestablishing the illu-
sions of coherence of the past, control over the present, and predictability of the future,
but by making it possible to carry on without these illusions. (Brison, 2002,
pp. 103–104)

There are many lessons to learn from this insightful account: two are the most important for our pur-
poses here. First, what does this account tell us about the episodic sense of self? And, second, what
does it tell us about the nature and role of the narrative? In the first case, it tells us that the episodic
sense of self is not the result of a mysterious substance that underlies our episodic sense of self.
Instead, the episodic sense of self depends on the ability to (re)construct our narrative self-
conception. The inability to construct a narrative, as in Brison's case, signals a loss of sense of
identity with a past self and inability to imagine a future self. Recreating the narrative marks the
return of the sense of identity with a past and an imagined future self. My narrative self-conception
thus sustains my sense in episodic memory that it was me! The second lesson is that Brison's case
study also shows that the narrative self-conception is not something that we create in isolation; others
too have a role to play. Who we and others think we are—the co-authored narrative—sustains the
episodic sense of self; there is no otherwise mysterious underlying subjective self that grounds the
phenomenology. The lesson to be learnt, then, in Dennett's words is:

…we are virtuoso novelists, who find ourselves engaged in all sorts of behavior, more
or less unified, but sometimes disunified, and we always put the best 'faces' on it we
can. We try to make all our material cohere into a single good story. And that story is
our autobiography. The chief fictional character at the center of that [co-authored] auto-
biography is one's self. And if you still want to know what the self really is, you are
making a category mistake. (Dennett, 1992, p. 114)

Some may be concerned that one case study is not enough to establish the claim that episodic sense
of self depends on narrative conception. The claim, however, finds extensive support in psychology
research. Martin Conway proposes that memory is strongly influenced by demands of coherence
between memories and the self (Conway, 2001, 2005; Conway, Singer, & Tagini, 2004). The self,
according to Conway, has a bi-directional relationship with episodic memories: it employs transient
goals to govern autobiographical retrieval but is, at the same time, constrained and grounded in mem-
ories. The self and memories have to form a coherent system, in which each component informs and
constrains the other; what is encoded, maintained and retrieved in priority is information that is
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consistent with an individual's goals, self-images and self-beliefs. Reciprocally, beliefs and knowl-
edge about oneself are grounded in memories of specific experiences. Similarly, McAdams (2001)
argues that the evolving story of self is based on autobiographical memories as well as future expec-
tations; he is emphatic that life stories are constructions. People's memories are not completely dis-
connected from reality, but they tend to be altered, distorted and even fabricated to support the story
of the self (Conway, 2005; Greenwald, 1980; Wilson & Ross, 2003). As McAdams (2001, p. 110)
says: “To a certain degree, then, identity is a product of choice. We choose the events that we con-
sider most important for defining who we are.”

So far, I have established that the episodic sense of identity is not a result of some mysterious
primitive substance; rather, it is sustained by our narrative self-conception. However, I need to clarify
what exactly is meant by saying that the narrative “sustains” the episodic sense of self. Episodic
memories and our narrative self-conception have a bi-directional dependence. On the one hand, it is
obvious that episodic memories have a special place in the narrative even though the events we epi-
sodically remember are few and far between. Some cognitive scientists, for example, Pribram (1999),
suggest that a properly functioning episodic memory is essential for cashing out the non-fictional
aspect of the narrative. This issue, however, is moot in light of the reconstructive nature of memory.
Episodic memory and episodic simulation play a special role in the narrative, I contend, because they
function as supports to hook the narrative to events in the reconstructed past and the imagined future.

To fix ideas, it might be useful to think of episodic memory and episodic simulation and their role
in the narrative conception of the self as analogous to occasion sentences (those with a pure indexical
“I”) that play a central role in constructing Quine's translation manual. Just as occasion sentences
constitute the most direct link between language and the recurrent macroscopic objects of human
attention and interest, episodic memories and episodic simulation constitute the most direct link
between the narrative and reconstructed events from the past and the future. The reconstruction is
derived from human interest and attention, not much more. In a sense, therefore, the reconstruction
contributes to the narrative.

Episodic memory, on the other hand, is the result of reflecting on past experiences, and such
reflection, I propose, imposes a sense of ownership on the original experience in the past by appropri-
ating it as part of one's narrative. This appropriation requires linguistic and conceptual resources that
are, in turn, provided by the narrative. Such an appropriation view has been defended by other Bud-
dhist philosophers—for example, N�ag�arjuna and Candrakīrti of the Madhyamaka school. Jonardon
Ganeri labels this the “Appropriativist Theory of Self” and explains it as follows:

... [T]he language of self—use of words like 'I', 'mine', 'you', and so forth—is not prop-
erly understood as having a representational function.… What, then, is the use of the
language of self? The word 'I' is used, it seems, to perform an appropriative function, to
claim possession of, to take something as one's own (compare up�ad�ana: “the act of tak-
ing for one's self, appropriating to one's self”). The appropriation in question is to be
thought of as an activity of laying claim to, not the making of an assertion of ownership.
When I say, 'I am happy', I do not assert ownership of a particular happy experience;
rather, I appropriate the experience within a stream [of experiences], and in doing so
lay claim to it (Ganeri, 2004, p. 70; emphasis added).

Appropriativist theory of self neatly explains that the function of the term “I” is not to refer but rather
to lay claim to and appropriate experiences and actions as if they are owned by oneself. Thus, the
sense of self as the owner of experiences (including memory experiences) and agent of actions is the
result of the meta-cognitive operation of appropriation, which requires linguistic and cognitive
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resources provided by the narrative. This clarifies the sense in which the narrative sustains the epi-
sodic sense of self. It imposes/inserts the sense of self on/in reconstructed experiences in one's past
and imagined future. Thus, the narrative functions as the fabric that ties together various episodic
memories and episodic simulations as belonging to me!

This account explains that self-conscious emotions like pride and guilt follow naturally from the
activity of laying claim to actions in the past as one's own. However, the account also shows that
Nichols' proposed disassociation between the episodic and the trait conceptions of self must be ques-
tioned. The narrative conception includes within it knowledge of one's traits and much more. Further-
more, the notion of narrative at issue here does not suffer from the usual problems faced by narrative
accounts of self. A pressing concern about narrative theories is that, presumably, some narratives get
it wrong. What do we say about cases where that happens, where the narratives are false? We need to
have some truth makers—why is it the case that one narrative truly characterises what I did, while
another does not? The account of narrative presented above shows that the question itself is
confused.

A further concern is that the concept of narrative appears to imply coherence, but such a coher-
ence is only an imposition on otherwise fragmented life histories (Strawson, 2017). Again, the reli-
ance on reconstructive memory shows that coherence is not an imposition; it is built into the fabric of
our episodic memories. It is important to emphasise that my account does not aim to provide a narra-
tive theory of self; rather, the account is aimed at debunking the very idea of identity with a past self.
My account might suggest a mutual dependence between episodic and narrative senses of self, but it
is important to clarify that this is not the case. The episodic sense of self comes with the sense of
identity with a temporally distant self. The narrative account proposed here shows that this sense of
identity is a mere construction.

This is good news for the Abhidharma no-self theorist because, according to her, the sense of self
is a product of social and narrative construction. But that still does not show that it is an illusion. The
narrative is not meant to function as evidence for our sense of identity with a past self; there is no
delineable evidence for the episodic sense of self. Klein (2014a) makes the stronger claim that one's
sense of [subjective] self is not directly based on memory or any other form of evidence. I agree there
is no direct evidence for the episodic sense of self. However, Klein also warns us that because: “…
the self of subjectivity is not experienced as a changing self [it does not follow] that the self of sub-
jectivity is not experienced at all” (Klein, 2014a, p. 12). He offers two reasons for this. First, our
sense of self is the most salient feature of everyday experience. This first-personal pre-reflective
awareness of the self is part of the datum of every experience and cannot be denied. And second,
patients with various levels of cognitive impairment can maintain a coherent sense of diachronicity
(Klein, 2014a). This shows that what underlies the episodic sense of self is the constancy of subjec-
tivity. However, I believe that it is a mistake to think that self of subjectivity is experienced. There is
no phenomenological marker of the self in experience. Zahavi and Kriegel (2015) argue that there is
no separate self-quale that one can consult in one's phenomenology in isolation from the content of
consciousness. The pre-reflective self-awareness does not deliver a datum or a quality like the smell
of fermented garlic. They claim that:

… it is not supposed to be any specific feeling or determinate quale at all. …Our view
is not that in addition to the objects in one's experiential field—the books, computer
screen, half empty cup of coffee, and so on—there is also a self-object. Rather the point
is that each of these objects, when experienced, is given to one in a distinctly first-
personal way. On our view, one does not grasp for-me-ness by introspecting a self-
standing quale, in the same way one grasps the taste of lemon or smell of mint. … In
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other words, the 'me' of for-me-ness is not a separate and distinct item but rather a 'for-
mal' feature of experiential life as such. (Zahavi & Kriegel, 2015, p. 38)

In this sense, the self is a structural and formal feature of experience, rather than a datum of experi-
ence. The view that self, although not given in experience, is a formal feature of experience is also
defended by some Hindu philosophers, specifically the Ny�aya-Vai�ses:ika philosophers. Their argu-
ment for the self takes the form of an inference as discussed in section 1. However, as we have seen,
that argument is not successful in establishing the self as identical across time. The relevant point for
our discussion here is, contra Klein, that the self of subjectivity is not a datum of experience.

Klein's second argument can be questioned by pointing to many cases in which patients cannot
maintain a coherent sense of diachronicity. Brison's PTSD case and many other similar cases point to
loss of constancy of subjectivity, the so-called living in the moment. The illusion of constancy arises,
again I believe, from the fact that the self of subjectivity is embedded in every experience. And
because it is always so present in every experience, we mistake it to be always experienced as the
same. As there is no experiential phenomenology associated with the sense of self, experience cannot
be the evidence for the sense of self. And because there is no experiential phenomenology associated
with the episodic sense of self, episodic memory experiences cannot be the evidence for an identity
with a past self. The narrative does not provide evidence for the episodic sense of self, but it has a
function: it is what grounds the illusion of the episodic sense of self. This might be what Kant has in
mind in thinking that the poor “I” representation engenders the illusions of rational psychology, illu-
sions that there is a self that is simple, substantial and identical across time. The episodic sense of self
as identical across time is, as the Buddhists and Hume say, an illusion.

There is one last issue to which we must attend before I conclude: What about the sense of “men-
tally reliving” the experience in episodic memory? Klein, following Tulving, explains that, in epi-
sodic remembering, the retrieved content is accompanied by autonoetic consciousness (Klein, 2013,
p. 4). Autonoesis is the “… unique awareness of re-experiencing here and now something that has
happened before at another time and place” (Tulving, 1993, p. 16). Episodic memory is crucially
identified in terms of the manner in which content is given in awareness rather than the content per
se (Klein, 2015a).

Autonoetic consciousness endows the memory with the “feeling of pastness” on account of a
direct acquaintance relation with the reconstructed content. This explains the “mentally reliving the
past,” an important phenomenological feature of episodic memory. This feature also has an adaptive
benefit. Klein contends that autonoesis may be evolution's answer to how we decide whether our
memories track the past. There are evolutionary advantages in believing that one's memories make
contact with a past “reality.” Assuming the veracity of episodic memory will save valuable time in
acting on environmental contingencies, without having to verify whether the memories are “true” and
“correct.” Autonoetic awareness may be the source of our confidence that our recollections track the
past. This, in turn, enables us to deal promptly and effectively with the circumstances for which rec-
ollection was naturally selected (e.g., future-oriented responses). Autonoesis informs consciousness
that the content of a recollection is “tied to its source in one's past” (Klein, 2014b).

The view proposed here is a narrative deconstruction of the self, combined with a degree of scep-
ticism about introspection and the veridicality of memory. This disturbing combination seems to sug-
gest that we are completely cut off from the reality of our lives.8 But, disturbing as it might be, there
is reason to think that the “reality” of our lives is an active construction or controlled hallucination

8 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out that the view here implies a disturbing combination of self-scepticism, memory scep-
ticism and introspection scepticism.
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rather than passive perception. Anil Seth proposes that experiences of the world around us and our-
selves within it are “controlled hallucinations” that have been shaped over millions of years of evolu-
tion to keep us alive in worlds full of danger and opportunity.9

This completes my explanation of the phenomenology of episodic memory without a self on
behalf of the Abhidharma Buddhist philosophers. My episodic memory experiences seemingly come
with the sense that I was the one who underwent the original experience. But is there really an experi-
ence of an identity with a past self—namely, an experience of being a subject that underlies our epi-
sodic sense of self? I have argued that there is nothing that it is like to be identical with one self in
the past: there is no experiential phenomenology associated with the episodic sense of self. There is
thus no onus on the Abhidharma philosopher to give an explanation of the episodic sense of self.
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